After so much traveling, Rosie and Gibbs fell asleep exhausted.

**THE VIEW WAS SPECTACULAR, BUT IT WAS A LONG WAY DOWN!**

There are now!

Winterover IceCube Lab (ICL)

ROSIE, WAKE UP!

I see people!

Emma bit cold.

Let's get inside the ICL!

I'll dig and find the telescope!

What?! We have to say hi! I've never met a human before...

See that blue light? It's produced when a tiny particle called a neutrino interacts with the ice.

A telescope right below my feet?!

Rosie, what were you doing?

Beautiful! I could watch this all day.

I bet they will know what the blue box is.

Who's there?

Emma who? Emma.

Knock knock.

On an adventure!

We can help you out!

Neutrino event probably just another winterover.

Ben, did you hear that??

I think it's a...

Nonsense! There aren't penguins at...

We are Rosie and Gibbs, and we're on an adventure!

Well, you came to the right place!

No kidding! You're standing on a giant telescope!

Come with us to the IceCube Lab. We'll tell you more.

Oh, so that's where Rosie went?

Good try! But the detector is almost 2 km deep!

...any chance we can get that awesome South Pole gear, too?

Yes! Try these special goggles as well. They let you see below the ice.

Wow! This thing is massive!

This is IceCube: a cubic kilometer of ice filled with over 5,000 light sensors.

Hello over there!

Ugh, maybe I dug a bit...

Neutrino...
多冒险之
ROsIE & GIBBS
迷途企鹅

历险记：
冰中探测器